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How much will the UK be affected by climate change?
UK winters are projected to become warmer and wetter on average, although cold or dry winters will still occur sometimes. Summers are projected to become
hotter and are more likely to be drier, although wetter summers are also possible. By 2035, heatwaves like that seen in 2022 are expected to happen every
other year.

Once the planet warms an additional 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit), predicted to happen by 2035, scientists foresee a range of catastrophic
effects, from widespread flooding in coastal areas to searing heat waves and extreme storms. You’ve seen it for yourselves within the last few weeks.
Don’t ignore it anymore.

(n)ice to survive
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County Finals 2022.

Purnells Bowls Club 24th July.

County Ladies Triples Champions.

Lynn Williams, Imogen Cracknell, Julia Lean.

Ladies Singles Runner Up.

Imogen Cracknell.

Mens 2 Wood Runner Up.

Mark Reeve.

The club was well represented at the county finals held at Purnells
Bowls Club.

The Ladies Triples of Julia Lean, Lynn Williams and Imogen
Cracknell, (left), had a convincing win over Yeovil. They made a
strong start and never released their grip on the game to finish
28 – 10 winners.

They now go on to the National finals to represent Somerset and
Taunton Deane at Leamington at the end of August.

In the Ladies singles Imogen, having beaten Stef Branfield, the
National champion in the semi finals, lost a very close game to
Olivia Starr of Clevedon by 21 shots to 18.

In the Mens 2 wood singles, Mark Reeve’s impressive run came to
an end in the final. He was beaten 16 – 7 by Ed Hopegood from
Bristol, who is a lead for Somerset in the Middleton Cup and
Balcombe Cup teams.

The Finals were a culmination of the County competitions that
have been running since May, in which we have had a number of
competitors. Their results and efforts, continue to raise the profile
of the club and add to their experiences in the game.

Bowls England Women's Senior Pairs.

Regional Finals.

Lynn Williams and her partner Elaine Amery from Williton B.C.
have progressed through the early rounds and will play in the
regional finals. These will be held at Ilminster B.C. on Saturday 6th

August. Their opponents are a pair from Cornwall.

County Mixed Pairs.

Father and Daughter pair of Alec Carmichael and Stacey
Nalbandian have triumphed in three rounds to reach a round 5
match at Victoria B.C. Western Super Mare on Sunday 31st July.

We wish our members, left in these competitions, every success.

Andy Williams
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Photo of Winning team with trophy at Porlock Bowls festival. Joan McBride, Gerry Mangeolles, Captain John Berry &
Rod Ellis. 20 teams entered. We were the only team to win all our matches.
Gerry Mangeolles
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Visually Impaired Section

Hello everyone. Seems a long time since we had something to say for the
newsletter – apart from the successes Phil Dutton and Dave Wood had in a
couple of recent tournaments. They both acquitted themselves very well.

Over the period of the pandemic it is sad to say that we have lost three or
four of our regular members mostly due to failing health; though the
saddest news is that Bill Elliott passed away a couple of months ago. This
means that our group has got quite small. In an attempt to boost our
numbers, in conjunction with Somerset Sight we are going to stage an
open day. Hopefully this will encourage people to come along and find out
how we play bowls and show them what an enjoyable game it is.
We haven’t fixed a date for this yet but as soon as we do we will put a
notice on the board and publicise it through the newsletter. Apart from
encouraging visually impaired people to come and play it would also be
good to show those of you whose sight is starting to fail that you can still
have a very enjoyable game of bowls and still be competitive. I know that
the hardest part of this is admitting that your sight has failed but, believe
me, there is no reason why you cannot continue to play at a good
standard. Hopefully we will see several of you at the open day. Watch this
space for more details.

On the down side we have lost most of our volunteer helpers. This is not
too much of a problem at the moment as between us we have enough
sight to look after ourselves. The main loss is Angela Holmwood who has
been the link between us and the main club since our group started when
the Club first opened at Blackbrook. Over the years she has given many
hours of support and will be sorely missed. As most of you will know,
Angela has poor health and her mobility is somewhat restricted. She is not
too bad at the moment and we keep her up-to-date with what is going on.
The other loss is Derek Wally who, as you know, has had to give up
bowling because of his arthritic knees. Again, he has given us many hours
of support and as a club coach he has given us enormous help in how to
bowl. He also will be very much missed.

However, those of us who remain are very keen to keep our group going
and with luck we will attract a new bunch of players to assure our future
survival.

Roger Tyson - Secretary T.D.V.I.B.C.
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The competitions are progressing well and have all reached the semi final
stage, with some of these games already played. Don’t forget the deadline
of 14th August to play your games. It is good to see so many games
already booked but the rinks and players are getting very busy again so
please, if you have not done so, arrange your game in plenty of time,
ensuring all players in your team and the opposition are given the
adequate notice and choice of dates.

As soon as we have all the results we can plan Finals day, which is likely
to be a challenge as always with a few players reaching multiple finals.

Eileen & her team will be providing food on Finals day and will start with
Breakfast Rolls in the morning, Lunch between 12:30 & 1:30pm and
Coffee, tea and cake after 3pm. The kitchen will not be open all day so
plan your day accordingly. We will also try not to have bowling over
lunchtime to allow time to eat and also those playing multiple games to
have a break.

You will have seen the sheets are up in reception for the Crockford Cup
and Blackbrook Shield, which are being played on Sunday 7th August with
bowling commencing at 1.30pm. There will be the usual format of 4 games
of 5 ends, stopping after 2 for tea, coffee and biscuits and there will be a
bowlers tea at the end. The cost is £7.60 for bowlers and £4.60 for non-
bowlers who wish to join in with refreshments. If you have not already
done so, and wish to play, please add your name to the list in reception.

There will be a raffle as usual with funds going to the Presidents
Charity. Raffle prizes gratefully received

The Competitions Committee

The Club is pleased to announce we have a new Sponsor. Churchill
Retirement Living have agreed a two year main sponsor package running
to mid 2024; their advertising boards are going up either side of the main
indoor scoreboard. Information about Churchill Retirement will be available
in the reception area and on notice boards. Their latest development in
Taunton is called Riverain Lodge which is sited on the river Tone in Tangier
Way, a wonderful location close to all essential town amenities and just a
short journey to the bowls club!

On Tuesday 9th August members are invited to an open afternoon from
2.30pm with Prosecco and strawberries to entice you further. In the
meantime there is plenty of information available on their website, please
click the link below.

https://www.churchillretirement.co.uk/retirement-apartments-for-sale/
somerset/riverain-lodge/
or give them a call on 01823 475788.

Floodlit League

Sheets are up on the board for all interested outdoor bowlers to put their
names down if they wish to play in this seasons Floodlit League which will
start in August after the WSL finishes.
Many thanks
Mike Kennedy - Competitions Committee
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Duties Of Position 3 And Skip

1. Know your team. What position suits them best.
What is their preferred hand.
What shots can they play.
What bowls are they using; line, swing, weight.

2. The opposition. Weigh up the strengths and weaknesses of the opposition as soon as possible in a game.

3. Communicate. Make sure your team know what you mean particularly hand and body signals.
Give as much information as you can.
Do not give information to the opposition.
Interpret the opposition communications.
Make sure your team obey your instructions.
Be encouraging.

4. Laws. Know as many of the laws as possible.
Obtain a book of laws.
In a dispute, liaise with your opposite number to resolve any issues.
Use umpire if available; umpire rule overall; if umpire is not available, use a competent neutral person.

5. Scoring. The skip is responsible for the score card and score boards.
Record scores after each end, make sure the skip is aware of the scores.
Compare with your opposite number after each end.
At end of game, check scores sign, date and time the score card.
Mark all touchers.

6. Reading the head. Look at head from both sides, so that you know what the bowler can see.
Decide the best shot, defensive, positional.
Use existing bowls.
Look ahead in the game, play to following bowls.
Be obstructive to opposition.
Play to your teams strengths and weaknesses.

7. Measuring. Use all available measuring tools;
Box measure, string and callipers

8. Attitude. Be friendly.
Be complimentary, to own team and opposition.
Be welcoming.
Do not over talk particularly when the opposition is about to bowl.

Mervyn Batten - Club Coach
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Numbers of rural hedgehogs have declined nationally by between 30 – 75% since 2000. However, they are showing signs of
recovery in urban and suburban areas. We have a hedgehog who has taken up residency on the outdoor green. He/she is
being well looked after by the maintenance team who assure me he has tea & biscuit breaks with them regularly.

Please do not go out looking for him - he will move on when he is ready.
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Music was my First
Love… continued

Back in the sixties probably just before my adolescent years, my Dad used
to entertain the family with his repertoire of Al Jolson 'minstrel songs' and
Paul Robeson 'spirituals'. Little would he have imagined then, the stir that
came later in the same decade. Political correctness has revisited the
vaudeville shows when some performers employed blackface, using burnt
cork makeup. No one is saying anyone involved was doing so because of
racist motives, indeed the 'Black and White Minstrel Show' was seen by so
many as just good wholesome entertainment. On the BBC it attracted
audiences of 16 million and ran for 20 years from 1958 to 1978 when it
was axed due to changing sentiment and better understanding of racial
stereotyping and the offence to the black population.

Still, I have such fond memories of Dad singing his favourites like 'Toot
Toot Tootsie' and 'Ma She's Making Eyes at Me'. I didn't see his cameo
stage performance when he did 'blackface' and just for historical reference
I'm including photos of him doing his 'Al Jolson act' and photos of some of
the relevant albums and sheet music in my 'collection'. No offence meant
to anyone.

Collecting old vinyl and sheet music brings me much enjoyment and
finding out the history and links between items is so rewarding. For
instance here's a little known fact about Jomo Kenyatta. Paul Robeson
was the main star of Zoltan Karda's 1938 film 'Sanders of the River', about
colonial Nigeria. Jomo Kenyatta who became President of Kenya after
independence, was an extra. They became good friends and were both
political activists and involved in the Council for African Affairs. Robeson's
involvement attracted the attention of the FBI and he was later refused a
passport during the McCarthy era. All connecting bits and pieces I found
from just listening to 'Canoe Song' on the Robeson album, which
incidentally is an Australian EMI release OELP 9605. Google and Wiki are
such wonderful tools at our disposal!

Jolson could really never be branded a racist, indeed hearing that two
black bandsmen had been refused entry to a restaurant he invited them to
join him saying 'he'd punch anyone on the nose who tried to kick us out'.

It's sad in a way and understandable. Ted Giola the author of “The History
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of Jazz” comments 'Jolson promises to be remembered less for his talent
and more for his makeup'.

Was he insensitive to the issues or race and ethnicity? I think he, like Dad,
didn't perform in Blackface to degrade blacks. I think to coin a phrase I
read, they simply wanted to enhance the theatrical qualities of their
performances.

What's the 'Choc'late Soldier From the USA' sheet music about?
According to Alex Lubin author of 'Romance and Rights; the Politics of
Interracial Intimacy 1945-1954': The 1944 popular British song exemplifies
the celebratory tone of British understanding of black participation in the
military and the related fear of interracial intimacy on the part of the US
military.

Have I hidden racist undertones because I have politically incorrect items
I've collected? I hope nobody thinks so and I can definitely put such
thoughts down. I collect because of interest and memories of the past. I'm
not going to not collect such items because of political incorrectness.
Political incorrectness was probably with us all (our generation), is still with
us and such items mustn't I think be thrown on the rubbish heap. Some of
my own efforts at racial integration were to introduce the first black
employee to the Television South sales team and welcome our daughter's
Ghanian boyfriend into our family. Our eldest grandson's father is mixed
race and I also feel proud of my anti-racist political thinking. Don't get me
started on my support for Corbyn...it's the treatment of the Palestinians by
the State of Israel that I think is racist. Am I allowed to say that? Well I just
did.

Until the next time......'Goodbye-ee'

Mark Reeve
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Over the generations, “Big Yellow Taxi” has become an iconic protest song
for environmentalists that choose to fight the destruction of the Earth's
ecosystems by human industrialisation.

The singer’s hit came at a time of pollution disasters and songwriters did
not like it. The year produced a stream of environmental protest songs, all
of which have proved sustainable. “Apeman” by The Kinks, Neil Young’s
“After the Gold Rush” and Cat Stevens’ “Where Do the Children Play?” all
captured the mood of ecological concern.

The most renewable of all, however, has been Joni Mitchell’s “Big Yellow
Taxi”, which has become the indisputable environmental anthem.
According to Mitchell’s own website, at least 456 artists have recorded the
song, and since 1990 someone has recorded it virtually every year. She
herself has recorded it three times, the second, live version in 1974 proving
a bigger hit than the original.

There were specific reasons for environmental angst at the time. A massive
oil spill off Santa Barbara, California, in 1969, then the worst in American
history, caused widespread shock and outrage. The oil platform explosion,
which released some 3m gallons of crude in a 35 mile slick along the
Pacific coast, proved formative in the birth of the modern environmental
movement.

The year also included the sight of the heavily polluted Cuyahoga River in
Ohio catching fire, with the flames soaring five storeys high as oil and
chemical waste slicks were ignited by sparks from a passing train. This
prompted the US Congress to pass the The National Environmental Policy
Act in 1970.

Mitchell’s inspiration for her song came from a 1969 trip to Hawaii. “I
walked over to the hotel room balcony and there was the picture book
scenery, palm trees swaying in the breeze and all,” she told New Musical
Express. “When I looked down… there below my view was this ugly,
concrete car park on the hotel grounds.”

News Editor - Steve Browning

stevebrowning@btinternet.com

07776104899

Editorial

Big Yellow Taxi— Joni Mitchell’s environmental
anthem has been recycled many times
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This gave her an unforgettable chorus, which has been a nagging reminder
to humanity ever since. “Don’t it always seem to go, you don’t know what
you’ve got till it’s gone. They paved paradise and put up a parking lot.”

She was also struck by Honolulu’s “tree museum”, which “charged the
people a dollar and a half just to see ’em”, as the second verse relates.
This was a reference to the island’s Foster Botanical Garden and its tree
collection.

The song’s genius lies in the joyful, jaunty rhythm of Mitchell’s acoustic
guitar and delightful melody being at odds with the sombre lyrics. This
contrast is compounded by her brief, playful bass vocal and giggle at the
end.

The last verse poignantly presses the message of taking precious things
for granted, as it switches from the political to the personal. “Late last
night I heard the screen door slam. And a big yellow taxi took away my old
man.” This time around Joni is singing of a literal “big yellow taxi”. There
have been a number of interpretations of said automobile. One is that it
actually points to the police cars of the Toronto police department, which
at the time were similarly coloured (Mitchell herself is from Canada). Thus
the implication would be that the “old man” got arrested. However, the
more common interpretation is more along the lines of the singer’s lover
just deserting her via a taxi. And just to note, that is the only time a “big
yellow taxi” is ever mentioned in the lyrics. So Joni considered that
romance related event pressing enough to include it in a song which
otherwise has nothing to do with her personal life. For the most part, what
she is actually doing throughout is calling on the general audience to
recognise and to some extent act against the environmental degradation
she sees going on all around.

The myriad cover versions have included a variety of musical styles from
artists on all rungs of the celebrity ladder. Bob Dylan produced a laboured,
word mangling effort in 1973 on the album Dylan. In fairness, the record
comprised several outtakes released by Columbia without his
authorisation after he had left the record company.

To view the above version click the link below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvtJPs8IDgU

To view the above version click the link below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiJWwWP1g7w
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California band Pinhead Gunpowder provided a high
speed punk rendition in 1992, and Big Country’s rock
version four years later infused it with eastern
sounding violin and percussion. Counting Crows had
an international hit with the song after first recording it
in 2002, and re-recorded it for the soundtrack of the
2006 film Two Weeks.

Inflation made artists tinker with the lyrics over the
years. Amy Grant swapped “a dollar and a half” for
“25 bucks just to see em” in 1994, and Mitchell herself
made it “an arm and a leg” on her 2007 version on the
album Shine. This was a jazzier, more reflective
interpretation that also suited her ageing, deeper
voice.

Over the decades “Big Yellow Taxi” has remained a
“go to” tune for environmental radio and television
programmes. With climate change now the planet’s
existential challenge, the song looks set to keep
ringing out for teenage campaigner Greta Thunberg’s
generation and beyond.

What are your memories of ‘Big Yellow Taxi’?

To view Joni Mitchells version click the link below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2595abcvh2M


